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Introduction: Freezing phenomenon is a striking feature of Parkinson’s disease.
However, it has never been studied in people with dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB).
We designed a freezing of speech single questionnaire (FOSSQ) and investigated the
frequency and association of freezing of speech (FOS) in patients with DLB and other
types of dementia.

Methods: This is a retrospective analysis of data from the project of history-
based artificial intelligent computerized dementia diagnostic system. We compared the
frequencies of FOS among non-demented (ND) participants, patients with Alzheimer’s
disease (AD), vascular dementia (VaD), and DLB. Further, we explored the association
factors of FOS in all the participants.

Results: We enrolled 666 individuals with the following disease distribution: 190, ND;
230, AD; 183, VaD; and 63, DLB. Compared to individuals with ND (2.1%), patients
with AD (6.1%), or VaD (18.0%), DLB (54.0%) showed a significantly higher frequency
of positive FOS (all p < 0.001). The association factors of FOS were older age,
more severe dementia, more severe motor dysfunction, fluctuating cognition, visual
hallucinations, parkinsonism, rapid eye movement sleep behavior disorder, attention,
mental manipulation, and language.

Conclusion: Our study showed that the informant-based FOSSQ may be a practical
screening tool for discriminating DLB from individuals with ND or other forms of
dementia. The FOSSQ can be applied in clinical practice as well as on the artificial
intelligent platform.

Keywords: freezing of speech, fluctuating cognition, dementia with Lewy bodies, Alzheimer’s disease, vascular
dementia
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INTRODUCTION

Freezing phenomenon is a striking feature of Parkinson’s disease
(PD). Freezing of gait (FOG) is a form of akinesia and is one
of the most disabling symptoms of PD (Giladi et al., 2001).
Previous studies on FOG in PD have reported a prevalence of
7.1–46% (Giladi et al., 2001; Macht et al., 2007) according to
different criteria. However, there have only been a few studies
on the freezing of speech (FOS) phenomenon (Ackermann et al.,
1993; Giladi et al., 1997; Louis et al., 2001; Park et al., 2014;
Vercruysse et al., 2014) in PD. Further, freezing phenomenon
has rarely been mentioned or studied in neurological disorders
other than PD, with some mentioning the phenomenon of FOS
sharing a similar neural mechanism with FOG (Park et al.,
2014; Vercruysse et al., 2014). The underlying mechanism of
the freezing phenomenon is probably related to dysfunction
of the fronto-striatal circuits (Vercruysse et al., 2014). To our
knowledge, there have been no studies on FOS in dementia with
Lewy bodies (DLB) or other degenerative types of dementia. DLB
is one of the Lewy body diseases (LBD) and it shares a similar
pathological manifestation with PD, especially PD with dementia
(PDD) (Kosaka et al., 1984; Jellinger, 2018). Therefore, patients
with DLB should demonstrate similar freezing phenomenon as
PD/PDD. It remains unclear whether FOS is a deficit of language
or other cognitive functions. However, language dysfunction is
indeed one of the common cognitive features of a diagnosis of
dementia due to Alzheimer’s disease (AD) or other forms of
dementia (McKeith et al., 2005; McKhann et al., 2011; Hardy
et al., 2016). Similarly, the association factors of FOS have not yet
been well studied.

To study FOS, we designed a simple informant-based FOS
single questionnaire (FOSSQ) that was embedded in the History-
based Artificial Intelligent Clinical Dementia Diagnostic System
(HAICDDS) (Lin et al., 2018; Chiu et al., 2019). We aimed
to investigate the frequency and association of FOS in DLB
and other types of dementia. We proposed that since the
FOS phenomenon is a striking feature of PD, it could be an
important feature of DLB because both language (Lin et al.,
2018) and motor deficits (McKeith et al., 2005) are common
clinical presentations of DLB. Based on the findings that the
underlying mechanism of the freezing phenomenon is probably
related to dysfunction of the fronto-striatal circuits (Vercruysse
et al., 2014), we proposed that FOS could be a deficit involving
language and motor dysfunction as well as dysfunction of other
cognitive functions such as attention and executive dysfunction.
Similarly, as a striking clinical phenomenon, we also proposed
that FOS may involve fluctuation of attention and cognition, and
thus performed fluctuation scale comparisons.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This is a sub-study of the project of HAICDDS, which is
currently used as a registration platform in the Show Chwan
Healthcare System (Lin et al., 2018; Chiu et al., 2019).
Participants who visited either hospital of the healthcare system
with suspected cognitive or motor dysfunction were registered

with their demographical, clinical, cognitive, neuropsychiatric,
motor, laboratory, and neuroimaging data in the database.
The HAICDDS questionnaire is part of the database for
recording of clinical history. It is composed of 100 questions
designed after a consensus meeting of 12 neurologists, one
geriatric psychiatrist, three nuclear medicine doctors, and one
neuroradiologist. The fundamental structure of the questionnaire
is similar to that of history-taking used by physicians for
acquiring detailed clinical information. Before commencing the
project, thirty patients with their informants were assessed by
neuropsychologists from three centers and the reproducibility
was studied using the interrater reliability analysis. Cronbach’s
alpha coefficient was calculated to estimate the reliability of
the entire novel screening questionnaire. The original writing
of FOSSQ was in Chinese as follows: 跟人講話時常常思緒突然中斷,
腦袋好像一片空白, 難以互動 (The tentative translation to English is:
“When speaking, does he/she pause frequently, seem blank, and
have trouble communicating?”). In this sub-study, we analyzed
and compared the FOSSQ results among non-demented (ND)
participants as well as participants with AD, vascular dementia
(VaD), and DLB. Further, we studied the association factors of
FOS among the participants.

Diagnosis of AD, VaD, or DLB
A diagnosis of AD was made according to the criteria for
dementia due to AD developed by the National Institute
on Aging-Alzheimer’s Association workgroups on diagnostic
guidelines for AD (McKhann et al., 2011). A diagnosis of
VaD was made according to the criteria for probable VaD or
possible VaD in the 2011 AHA/ASA criteria for vascular cognitive
impairment (VCI) (Gorelick et al., 2011). A diagnosis of DLB was
made according to the revised consensus criteria for probable
DLB developed by the fourth report of the DLB consortium
(McKeith et al., 2017).

Diagnosis of ND, or Different Stages of
Dementia
ND participant was diagnosed with a global CDR (Morris, 1993)
score of 0 or 0.5 without significantly impaired activities of daily
living, which was defined by an Instrumental Activities of Daily
Living (IADL) score greater than 6 (Mao et al., 2018). A diagnosis
of dementia was made according to the criteria for dementia
developed by the NIA-AA (McKhann et al., 2011). Specifically,
people with dementia had impairments in two cognitive domains
or more as well as declined daily functions (at least one of the
domains of community affairs, home hobbies, and personal care
with a CDR score ≥ 0.5 and an IADL score ≤ 6) (Mao et al.,
2018). Dementia severity was defined by the global CDR scale
score; specifically, participants with a global CDR score of 0.5,
1, 2, and 3 were defined as having very mild, mild, moderate, and
severe dementia, respectively (Morris, 1993).

Procedure of the Study
This is a retrospective analysis of data from the HAICDDS,
which is currently applied in three centers in Taiwan (two in
central Taiwan and one in southern Taiwan). Daily function was
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assessed using the Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL)
Scale (Lawton and Brody, 1969). Cognitive function was assessed
using the Cognitive Abilities Screening Instrument (CASI) (Lin
et al., 2002) and the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA)
(Chen et al., 2016). Neuropsychiatric symptoms were assessed
using the Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI) (Cummings, 1988).
Language function was assessed using the language subscales
in the CASI and HAICDDS (HAICDDS-Language) (Lin et al.,
2018). Language domain in CASI screens cognitive performance
on reading, writing, naming, and comprehension whereas,
language questions in HAICDDS acquire information on speech
fluency, comprehension, naming, volume, and tone based on
clinical history (Lin et al., 2018). Trained neuropsychologists
administered the cognitive tests and NPI to all the patients.

Statistics
The Chinese version of SPSS 22.0 for Windows (IBM, SPSS
Inc., Chicago) was used for statistical analyses. Between-group
comparisons of demographic data, neuropsychological tests,
CDR sum of boxes (CDR-SB), IADL score, MoCA score, CASI
score, NPI total score (NPI-sum), motor subscale of the Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS-M), and DLB features
were analyzed using independent t-test or one-way ANOVA with
either Bonferroni or Dunnett T3 post hoc analysis according
to the homogeneity of variance. Between-group comparisons
of demographic and background characteristics with positive
FOSSQ (FOSSQ+) and negative FOSSQ (FOSSQ-) were adjusted
for age and disease severity. Comparisons of each cognitive
domain in the CASI between FOSSQ + and FOSSQ- groups
were adjusted for age, gender, and disease severity. Comparison
of frequency of symptom fluctuation in the Mayo Fluctuation
Composite Score (MFCS) and language symptoms in the
HAICDDS-Language between FOSSQ + and FOSSQ- groups
were adjusted for age and disease severity.

Ethical Consideration
The participants were selected from a registry-based database
of the Show Chwan Health System. The study design was
retrospective, and the data were anonymously analyzed. The
Committee for Medical Research Ethics of Show Chwan
Memorial Hospital reviewed the project and the Data
Inspectorate approved the study.

RESULTS

We enrolled 666 individuals with the following disease
distribution: 190, ND; 230, AD; 183, VaD; and 63, DLB. The
frequency of FOSSQ+ in patients with CDR scores of 0, 0.5, 1, 2,
and 3 were 3.8, 3.0, 15.2, 26.1, and 43.5%, respectively. Compared
to patients with ND (2.1%), AD (6.1%), or VaD (18.0%), those
with DLB (54.0%) showed a significantly higher frequency of
FOSSQ + (all p < 0.001). Comparison of demographic and
background characteristics among patients with ND, AD, VaD,
and DLB revealed significant differences in all the parameters
(p < 0.001), except for informant age or education (Table 1).

Comparison of demographic and background characteristics
between the FOSSQ + and FOSSQ- groups before adjustment
revealed that the FOSSQ + group had a significantly older age
and more severe dementia stages. Further, there were significant
differences in all other parameters (p < 0.001) except for gender,
education, and history of cerebrovascular accident (Table 2).
After adjustment for age and disease severity, FOSSQ+ had more
males and higher DLB features including UPDRS-M, cognitive
fluctuations, visual hallucinations, parkinsonism, and REM sleep
behavior disorder (Table 2).

Comparison of each cognitive domain in the CASI between
the FOSSQ + and FOSSQ- groups before adjustment revealed
that the FOSSQ + group had significantly lower scores in all
domains (p < 0.001). After adjustment for age and disease
severity, the FOSSQ + group had significantly lower scores only
in the attention and language domains (Table 3).

Comparison of frequency of symptom fluctuation in the
MFCS and language symptoms in the HAICDDS-Language
between FOSSQ + and FOSSQ- before and after adjustment for
age and disease severity showed that FOSSQ+ had a significantly
higher frequency in all domains in the MFCS and HAICDDS-
Language except for language impairment, which occurred much
earlier than the other symptoms (HAICDDS-L7) (Table 4). Given
our recent finding that HAICDDS-L8 has the highest power
for discrimination of DLB when compared to other types of
dementia (Lin et al., 2018), we further combined FOSSQ with
HAICDDS-L8 and found that the positive rate for each question
were DLB (61.9%), VaD (29.0%), AD (7.8%), and ND (2.6%).

DISCUSSION

As a sub-study of the project HAICDDS, we analyzed data
from a relatively large population (666 individuals) and obtained
important results. First, we successfully demonstrated that even
a single question could provide good discrimination among
dementia stages and subtypes. The frequencies of FOSSQ + in
patients with CDR scores of 0, 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 were 3.8, 3.0,
15.2, 26.1, and 43.5%, respectively, indicating that the frequency
of FOS significantly increased with increase in dementia
severity. Regarding discrimination of dementia subtypes, the FOS
phenomenon was found more often in patients with DLB (54.0%)
compared to those with either AD (6.1%) or VaD (18.0%). The
frequency of FOSSQ + was lower among females, which is
consistent with previous findings on freezing phenomenon in
Parkinson’s disease (Park et al., 2014).

Second, the frequency of FOS was not only highest in
patients with DLB but was also more significantly associated
with DLB features (p < 0.001), including cognitive fluctuations
(OR = 10.22), visual hallucinations (OR = 4.18), parkinsonism
(OR = 4.68), and REM sleep behavior disorder (OR = 2.84).
Motor dysfunction according to the UPDRS-M is more severe
in the FOSSQ + group (OR = 1.02; p = 0.002). Therefore, it is
reasonable to consider FOS as part of the characteristic features
in the diagnosis of DLB than that of ND or other types of
dementia. The dopamine transporter imaging is not significantly
different after adjustment, however. We proposed that non-DLB
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TABLE 1 | Comparison of demographic data among ND, AD, VaD, and DLB groups.

Groups ND AD VaD DLB F/x2 p

N 190 230 183 63

Age, year 68.1 ± 11.4 80.1 ± 8.6 73.7 ± 10.7 80.8 ± 7.0 57.24 <0.001

Female, N (%) 100 (52.6) 154 (67.0) 77 (42.1) 36 (57.1) 29.19 <0.001

Education, year 7.4 ± 4.9 4.4 ± 4.5 6.0 ± 4.8 5.3 ± 13.0 9.15 <0.001

CDR, 0/0.5/1/2/3 53/137/0/0/0 0/85/77/51/17 0/66/52/48/17 0/9/22/20/12 324.18 <0.001

CDR-SB 0.7 ± 0.7 6.7 ± 4.4 7.2 ± 5.0 9.7 ± 5.2 128.61 <0.001

IADL 7.7 ± 0.6 2.7 ± 2.7 2.6 ± 2.9 1.4 ± 2.3 235.16 <0.001

MoCA 20.0 ± 6.0 7.4 ± 5.5 9.1 ± 6.8 7.1 ± 6.5 175.02 <0.001

CASI 81.5 ± 12.1 44.8 ± 21.5 47.8 ± 24.6 43.2 ± 23.3 139.26 <0.001

NPI-sum 3.4 ± 5.0 5.2 ± 6.9 8.3 ± 9.3 15.6 ± 14.0 31.02 <0.001

UPDRS-M 7.1 ± 7.1 11.4 ± 12.0 30.6 ± 14.6 28.9 ± 11.1 37.76 <0.001

DLB features, N (%)

Fluctuation 4 (2.1) 32 (13.9) 48 (26.2) 32 (50.8) 91.61 <0.001

VH 1 (0.5) 10 (4.3) 16 (8.7) 29 (46.0) 136.07 <0.001

Parkinsonism 32 (16.8) 42 (18.3) 73 (39.9) 59 (93.7) 157.39 <0.001

RBD 17 (8.9) 13 (5.7) 13 (7.1) 34 (54.0) 123.49 <0.001

DaTabN 2 (6.9) 3 (20.0) 8 (47.1) 19 (79.2) 31.94 <0.001

Informant

Age, year 58.8 ± 13.3 54.9 ± 14.3 55.7 ± 13.7 54.3 ± 13.7 1.96 0.120

Education, year 11.1 ± 7.5 11.1 ± 4.3 10.2 ± 4.8 11.1 ± 4.9 0.60 0.613

N, Number of participants; ND, Non-demented; AD, Alzheimer disease; VaD, vascular dementia; DLB, Dementia with Lewy bodies; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating;
IADL, Instrumental Activities of Daily Living; MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment; CASI, Cognitive Abilities Screening Instrument; NPI-sum, The sum of score of
Neuropsychiatric Inventory; UPDRS-M, motor subscale of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale in 28 NC, 34 AD, 34 VCI, and 25 DLB; VH, visual hallucinations;
RBD, REM sleep behavior disorder; DaTabN, abnormal dopamine transporter imaging in 29 NC, 15 AD, 17 VCI, and 24 DLB.

TABLE 2 | Comparison of demographic and background characteristics between groups with FOSSQ + and FOSSQ – adjusted for age and disease severity
according to CDR.

Mean ± SD Non-adjusted Adjusted

FOSSQ + FOSSQ− t/χ2 p OR (95% CI) p

N 85 581

Age, years 77.3 ± 10.1 74.6 ± 11.3 2.20 0.028 NA

CDR, 0/0.5/1/2/3 2/9/23/31/20 51/288/128/88/26 87.79 <0.001 NA

Female, N (%) 39 (45.9) 328 (56.3) 3.35 NS 0.56 (0.34–0.92) 0.023

Education, years 5.7 ± 11.3 5.8 ± 4.9 −0.14 NS 1.01 (0.98–1.05) NS

IADL 1.4 ± 2.4 4.3 ± 3.3 −7.97 <0.001 0.95 (0.77–1.16) NS

MoCA 6.3 ± 6.2 12.2 ± 8.2 −6.36 <0.001 0.98 (0.92–1.04) NS

CASI 37.7 ± 23.6 58.6 ± 25.4 −7.18 <0.001 0.99 (0.98–1.01) NS

NPI 14.0 ± 11.8 5.4 ± 7.9 8.73 <0.001 1.05 (1.03–1.08) <0.001

UPDRS-M 30.9 ± 19.9 18.2 ± 16.6 8.34 <0.001 1.02 (1.01–1.03) 0.002

DLB features

Fluctuation 56 (65.9) 60 (10.3) 159.11 <0.001 10.22 (5.76–18.13) <0.001

VH 26 (30.6) 30 (5.2) 62.24 <0.001 4.18 (2.20–7.95) <0.001

Parkinsonism 58 (68.2) 148 (25.5) 63.27 <0.001 4.68 (2.77–7.91) <0.001

RBD 21 (24.7) 56 (9.6) 16.46 <0.001 2.84 (1.52–5.29) <0.001

DaTabN 12 (63.2) 20 (30.3) 6.78 0.009 1.16 (0.23–3.29) NS

History of CVA 26 (30.6) 128 (22.0) 3.06 NS 1.11 (0.63–1.94) NS

FOSSQ, Freezing of Speech Single Questionnaire; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating scale; N, number of cases; NA, not applicable; NS, not significant; OR, odds ratio;
IADL, Instrumental Activities of Daily Living; MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment; CASI, Cognitive Abilities Screening Instrument; NPI, total score of the twelve-domain
Neuropsychiatric Inventory; UPDRS-M, motor subscale of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale in 28 NC, 34 AD, 34 VCI, and 25 DLB; VH, visual hallucinations;
RBD, REM sleep behavior disorder; DaTabN, abnormal dopamine transporter imaging in 29 NC, 15 AD, 17 VCI, and 24 DLB; CVA, cerebrovascular accident.
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TABLE 3 | Comparison of each cognitive domain in CASI between groups with FOSSQ + and FOSSQ – adjusted for age, education, gender, and disease severity
according to CDR.

Mean ± SD Non-adjusted Adjusted

FOSSQ + FOSSQ− t p OR (95% CI) p

N 85 581

RMM 6.2 ± 3.3 8.1 ± 2.7 −5.26 <0.001 0.98 (0.88–1.09) NS

RCM 3.6 ± 3.2 5.9 ± 4.1 −4.90 <0.001 1.01 (0.92–1.11) NS

ATT 2.3 ± 2.1 5.0 ± 2.3 −10.00 <0.001 0.67 (0.59–0.77) <0.001

MEN 1.6 ± 2.6 4.0 ± 3.5 −5.99 <0.001 0.85 (0.75–0.95) 0.006

ORI 7.4 ± 5.6 11.1 ± 5.9 −5.54 <0.001 1.03 (0.96–1.10) NS

ABS 2.8 ± 2.3 4.3 ± 2.4 −5.47 <0.001 0.93 (0.86–1.15) NS

LAN 5.8 ± 3.0 7.9 ± 2.2 −7.52 <0.001 0.89 (0.80–0.99) 0.044

DRAW 4.5 ± 3.8 6.6 ± 4.0 −4.60 <0.001 1.02 (0.94–1.10) NS

ANM 3.6 ± 3.2 5.8 ± 3.5 −5.58 <0.001 1.04 (0.93–1.15) NS

CASI, Cognitive Abilities Screening Instrument; FOSSQ, Freezing of Speech Single Questionnaire; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating scale; N, number of cases; NA, not
applicable; NS, not significant; OR, odds ratio; RMM, remote memory; RCM, recent memory; ATT, attention; MEN, mental manipulation; ORI, orientation; ABS, abstract
thinking; LAN, language; DRAW, drawing; ANM, animal naming.

TABLE 4 | Comparison of frequency of fluctuation symptoms in MFCS and language symptoms in HAICDDS-Language between groups with FOSSQ + and FOSSQ –
adjusted for age and disease severity according to CDR.

Mean ± SD Non-adjusted Adjusted

FOSSQ + FOSSQ − t p OR (95% CI) p

N 85 581

MFCS
Disorganized speech 37 (43.5) 34 (5.9) 110.52 <0.001 5.74 (3.17–10.41) <0.001

Drowsy/lethargic 57 (67.1) 156 (26.9) 55.11 <0.001 3.39 (1.99–5.77) <0.001

Sleep > 2 h 63 (74.1) 121 (20.8) 105.32 <0.001 6.68 (3.77–11.82) <0.001

Staring into space 57 (67.1) 73 (12.6) 140.17 <0.001 7.88 (4.41–14.08) <0.001

MFCS total score 2.5 ± 1.2 0.7 ± 1.0 15.69 <0.001 3.12 (2.38–4.10) <0.001

HAICDDS-Language

L1 60 (70.6) 173 (29.8) 87.76 <0.001 3.09 (1.78–5.37) <0.001

L2 68 (80.0) 199 (34.3) 96.55 <0.001 3.01 (1.54–5.90) 0.001

L3 54 (63.5) 140 (24.1) 91.10 <0.001 2.38 (1.35–4.19) 0.003

L4 21 (24.7) 22 (3.8) 60.31 <0.001 4.70 (2.37–9.56) <0.001

L5 59 (69.4) 155 (26.7) 62.10 <0.001 2.65 (1.48–4.77) 0.001

L6 61 (71.8) 198 (34.1) 74.68 <0.001 2.87 (1.66–4.96) <0.001

L7 2 (2.4) 6 (1.0) 0.89 NS 3.33 (0.56–19.64) NS

L8 28 (32.9) 30 (5.2) 71.97 <0.001 4.96 (2.62–9.38) <0.001

Language total score 6.0 (3.2) 1.9 (2.4) 13.57 <0.001 1.45 (1.30–1.61) <0.001

MFCS, Mayo Fluctuation Composite Score; HAICDDS-Language; Language subscale in the History-based Artificial Intelligent Clinical Dementia Diagnostic System;
FOSSQ, Freezing of Speech Single Questionnaire; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating scale; N, number of cases; NA, not applicable; NS, not significant; OR, odds ratio; L1,
Does his/her speaking become noticeably less fluent? L2, Can’t he/she understand words or sentences of others? L3, Is it difficult to express a sentence completely? L4,
Does he/she repeat the same words or repeat the words of others? L5, Does he/she speak very little? L6, Does he/she have trouble finding words or names? L7, Does
language impairment occur early and much earlier than other symptoms? L8, Does his/her speech reduce pitch range (monotone) and reduced volume (hypophonia)?
Any, at least one scale of the language questionnaire was positive.

participants who performed dopamine transporter imaging were
comorbid with motor dysfunction and were highly suspected
to have parkinsonism. Hence, a relatively high percentage of
DaTabN was found among these patients (47.1 and 20% in VaD
and AD). Our next piece of research to address this issue and to
clarify the association of FOS and dopamine transporter uptake
in the striatal area is underway.

Third, after adjustment for age and dementia severity, the
FOSSQ + demonstrated a strong relationship with dysfunctions

in attention, mental manipulation, and language domains in
the CASI. This indicated that FOS might be a combination of
these types of cognitive dysfunction, which is consistent with our
hypothesis. Some researchers may argue that using the cognitive
screening tool CASI, attention domain screens only registration
and repetition and language domain screening cognitive
performance on reading, writing, naming, and comprehension.
Whether attention and language subscales in CASI represent the
actual functions of attention and language might be controversial
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based only on a cognitive screening tool. Further detailed and
specific neuropsychological tests to clarify the association of FOS
with cognitive functions will be necessary.

Fourth, it is consistent with our recent findings of
language dysfunction being more severe in patients with
DLB than those with other dementia using the HAICDDS-
Language questionnaire (Lin et al., 2018). In the study,
we found that the discriminative ability of the HAICDDS-
Language, especially the HAICDDS-L8 (“Does his/her
speech reduce pitch range and reduced volume?”) among
patients with DLB/PDD and AD was robust (OR = 9.16;
95% CI: 6.33–13.25) (Lin et al., 2018). Therefore, in the
current study, we combined the FOSSQ with HAICDDS-
L8 and found an increase of positive rate in DLB (61.9%)
which is much higher than those in VaD (29.0%), AD
(7.8%), or ND (2.6%).

Finally, in the HAICDDS project, we have continuously
provided evidence that the combination of multiple standardized
and structured questions is more powerful and can be
optimized using artificial intelligence with machine learning
techniques. This was the original idea behind the design of the
HAICDDS questionnaire.

This study has several limitations. First, we used a single
questionnaire for detecting FOS in patients with DLB and
other forms of dementia; therefore, further studies using
more tools are required to confirm the findings. Second,
we used the original Taiwanese version of the questionnaire,
which, although we translated to English, would call for
a more precise and colloquial translation. Third, our study
was conducted in only three centers in Taiwan. Therefore,
the findings on the prevalence and association factors of
FOS are not generalizable to all patients with DLB or other
types of dementia.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our study showed that the informant-based
single questionnaire FOSSQ can be a practical screening tool
for the discrimination of DLB from ND or other types of
dementia. The FOSSQ can be applied in clinical practice as
well as in the dementia registration platform. Further machine
learning techniques using artificial intelligence could improve the
accuracy and efficiency of the questionnaire.
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